Spring 13 Hearing Report to be presented at SGA on 4.28.13

A total of 8 academic hearings were conducted this school year (Fall 2012 and Spring 2013). Of these, 5 involved inappropriate use of resources on papers or projects. This ranged from use of unapproved materials, inappropriate copying/citing, using materials from other community members and not adhering to class policy. The other 3 cases involved inappropriate use of resources during exams or quizzes, like answer keys, class notes and notes from peers.

The ranges of resolutions from the hearings are as followed. Often, resolutions are a combination of the listed conclusions below: failing the course in question, appointments for the writing center/academic support adviser, zeros on the assignments/exams/quizzes in question, capped grades, re-do of an assignment, apology letters to those involved, essays concerning the importance of academic integrity, honesty and the values of the code to be delivered to the Dean of the Undergraduate College.